ON THE MINIMUM MODULUS OF A ROOT
OF A POLYNOMIAL
DENNIS P. VYTHOULKAS

Landau showed [l]1 that the equation l+z+az"* = 0, ?ra>l,
at least one root with the modulus g 2 and that the equation
1 + z + azm + Pzn = 0

has at least one root with the modulus
lem whether the equation
Px(z)

has

(1 < m < n)

^ 17/3. He posed the prob-

= 1 + z + aiz"i + • ■ • + aK-\ZnK-i = 0

has at least one root with a modulus not greater than a number
MiK), depending only on the number of terms Puiz) and not at all
on the numbers ati, a2, ■ ■ • , olk-i, «i, ra2, • ■ ■ , rax-i.
This problem was solved by P. Montel. Montel [2] in his paper,
written in 1923, showed that the number MiK) has the simple value
K, and that whenever the root assumes this maximum value K all
the roots of the polynomial are equal to —K.
In this note we establish the following stronger result.

Theorem.
The equation Px(z) =l+z+«izni+
• • • +ax_iz"x-i
=0
(2='rai<ra2<ra3<
• ■ • <nK-i), a;?^0 (» = 1, 2, • ■ • , K—\) has at
least one root within or on the circumference of a circle with the center

—X/2

and

inK-i/itiK-i

Proof.

radius

z=l/8

derivative

we

and simplify operations

= l+z+azm+j3zn+7z*>

have

may be written

<t>ii8)= p-8" + ip Similarly

where X = (rai/(«i —1)) • (ra2/(ra2—1)) • • •

To prove the theorem

sider the equation/(z)

ting

A/2

— 1)).

<£(S)= 8" + 8'>~1+a8p-m+P8p-n+y

Put-

= 0;

the

0'(5) = 5*,_"-1-</>i(5) where

l)^-1

+ aip - m)8"-m + Pip — ra).

we write <p( (5) = 8n~m~l ■4>2i8) where <£2(5)=pn8m

■(ra —1)8m~1 +«(/> —m)in —m). Similarly

•i8+6) where 6 = ip-l)/p■

let us con-

= 0 i2^m<n<p).

in-l)/n-

we write

+ ip — 1)

<p2(5) = p■ mn8m~2

im-l)/m.

Let n(x) be the half-plane i?(5) ^x. If 0>x>

-0, </>2(5)
must have

at least one root not in II (x), since otherwise by Lucas' Theorem [3]
all the roots of 02' (5) would be in II(x), and this contradicts the fact
that 5= —0 is a root of <£2(5). Similarly </>i(5)must have at least one
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root not in IT(x), and hence <b(8) must have at least one root not in
n(x). But <b(8) has only a finite number of roots, so that if all these
roots were in R(o) > —9 one could select an x> —d so that all the
roots would be in II(x). Hence fab) has at least one root in R(5) ^ —0,
and therefore/(z)
has at least one root in the image of this half-plane
under 1/z, namely the circle |z + l/20| 5S1/20. It is easy to see that
in the general case 1/9 is replaced by X and this completes the proof
of the theorem.
Since \/2^K/2
where K + l is the number of the terms of the
equation
PK(z)

= 1 + z + «iz"i + • • • + aK-iZnK~i = 0,

and since the circle of centre —a/2 and radius X/2 is covered by the
circle of center —K/2 and radius K/2, we have the theorem:
Theorem.
The polynomial PK(z) = l+z+aiz"1
+ • • • +aK_iZ"^-i oj
K-\-l terms has at least one root within or on the circumference of a
circle of centre —K/2 and radius K/2.
Corollary.
The equation ao-\-aiZ-\-a2z2-\- ■ • • +amzm = 0 has at
least one root within or on the circumference of a circle of centre — (a0/«i)
■m/2 and radius |a0/o:i| -m/2.

If in the proof of the main theorem, the plane II(x) is replaced by
any closed half-plane containing the origin but not containing
—9,
the reasoning is still valid and one obtains as a result the following:
Theorem.
Let C be a closed circular disk containing on its boundary
the points z = 0 and z= —X. Then C contains at least one root of Pk(z).
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